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Vision:

Mission:
To offer a challenging and dynamic international
education that inspires and supports students in
developing the knowledge, skills, and characteristics to
take responsible action for the betterment of their local
and global communities.
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Our Core Values
➢ Striving for understanding
➢ Nurturing passion in self
and others
➢ Taking action ethically
➢ Creating a caring and
inclusive community
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Understanding the remote
learning programme and
how it works

Striving for
understanding

● What is remote learning?
● What platforms does the
school use to support remote
learning?
● What do I do when I don’t
know what to do?

Nurturing
Passion in
Self and
Others

Being passionate learners and
participating in the virtual
classroom will help to build a
sense of inclusivity, belonging
and community.
●

How can I support my child in
developing their interests?

●

How can we share our
passions?

What are our responsibilities
as a community of learners

Taking Action
Ethically

●

●

How can we ensure our child’s
safety online?
What are our responsibilities
as a community?

Creating a
Caring and
Inclusive
Community

Being caring and safe online is
very important in creating a
virtual classroom community.
We learn how to support each
other in our learning and
teaching practices.
● How do we create a safe,
caring and inclusive
community?
● How can we support emotional
well being?

OREO: Online Learning
Objective

Responsibility

Expectations

Organization

Role of the Class Teacher

Role of the Parent/Caregiver

To identify clear learning objectives and success criteria

To provide an appropriate learning space and resources for
learning
To assist in developing a schedule for learning that works for
your child and your family
To allow for work time and social time
To ensure online safety and well being
To check your child is participating in tasks using the
weekly/daily planner shared with you
To encourage your child to be independant and complete
tasks, support when and if necessary
To encourage resilience, a positive and ‘can do’ approach to
learning
To encourage engagement and participation
To ask for help and questions if your child (or you) are
struggling
To facilitate and support learning
Work in partnership with the teachers

To be organized, ensure students understand the virtual
classroom expectations
To ensure students are safe and well being is assessed
To ensure students and parents know how long the
engagements will take, and when you are available to
respond to questions
To develop lesson plans to deliver the objective and
share with students and families
To provide a varied & balanced program of learning that
includes a variety of online learning tools, off screen
activities, lessons that cover curriculum areas and built in
breaks
To provide opportunities for face to face discussions,
learning engagements and social interactions
To ensure participation in collaboration with the support
team
To provide support and work in partnership with parents

Why do we call it
“Remote Learning”?
Isn’t just the same as…
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

e-learning
online learning
home-learning
home-schooling
online classes
Virtual learning
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Remote Learning at KIS
KIS remote learning is designed to
ensure curriculum coverage is
consistent and families have access
to learning and multiple ways to
communicate with the teachers.
It is our aim to provide consistency in
learning with as normal routines as
possible for our students in a way that
manages screen time, online access
and develops social emotional
connections to school.
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What are the Platforms and
Tools We Use?
We utilize a variety of
programmes and methods of
instruction, choosing the best
age- appropriate platforms and
resources possible to deliver the
programme.
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What Platforms Do We Use in the Early Years?
Seesaw- Seesaw is the main platform for our
early years students and families. Learning
engagements will be posted to Seesaw for
children to engage with, and share their
learning with the classmates and teachers.

Zoom-Teachers will provide online face to
face meetings and discussions throughout
the day through Zoom. We have upgraded
our accounts and the usability is friendlier
now for both teachers and families.
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Creating Balance
● Limit screen time
● Remember that learning can
happen at any time- not only
when on screen
● Set up independent learning
opportunities, -arts and crafts,
puzzles, etc. that children can
enjoy at any time
● Never force your child to
participate if they are reluctant
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Online vs Offline

Working offline mostly, at our workstations or at
home, being creative, writing and doing projects.

Participating in class/group activities on-line via
Zoom or Google meets in real time.
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Establishing Routines
●

Create a schedule that works for your
family and your child. Ask for support or
advice from the teacher if needed.

●

Create a beginning and end of the day
following the classroom schedule and
expectations. Not all learning needs to
happen during school hours as
asynchronous learning can happen at any
time.

●

Strive for a balance between synchronous
and asynchronous learning so children
are not online for long periods of time.

●

Develop and support a positive growth
mindset. Celebrate your child’s
accomplishments.
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Setting Up the Environment
it is important to set a routine and provide an
organized learning space that children feel is where
“school happens” from home. Things to be
considered include:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

A designated area free from distractions
A learning device, laptop, iPad, tablet or
desktop with internet access, where students
can access the remote learning programme
Set up centres for EY learners
A desk/table and chair, a comfortable
environment that says “school” but is personal
to your child
Adequate lighting
Opportunities for snacks, breaks, exercise and
play
Getting dressed for learning
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Home Resources
Having resources at hand will help support
your child’s learning environment. Your child’s
teacher will provide a list of suggested
resources that can support learning.
We will also be preparing home learning
packages that can be collected from the
school on August 27th.
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Some ways to support student success in these areas are by
organising this space with the resources that they will need:
●
●
●
●
●
●

Paper, coloured pencils and markers, scissors, glue and any other stationary
your child enjoys..
Weekly Calendar to plan out their daily schedule and zoom meetings, etc first
thing in the morning.
Favourite books, puzzles and toys that nurture their creative thinking.
A clock to keep track of their schedule so they access appropriate times for
snack, lunch and playtime/relaxation throughout their day.
Recyclable items, tubes, tubs, boxes, cardboard, paper etc.
A place to list other things that they need (find around the house or may
need to be purchased)
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Schedules and Planning
Our aim is to maintain the daily classroom schedule as
planned, while also allowing for synchronous and
asynchronous learning.
Programme planning will be done as usual and will
follow the KIS written curriculum. Learning outcomes
and success criteria will be documented on the plans
that you receive from your child’s teacher. Parents and
students can see what we are learning and inquiring
into. These criteria will be the basis of our assessment.
Schedules will be shared and posted on the grade level
blogs, and the breakdowns of planning will be uploaded
on Friday afternoon of each week. This will give you time
to locate any required resources your child may need
from within your home.
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Our First Few Days …
During our first few weeks we will all tune into learning from home
and visit some of the IB concepts listed to the right. It is important
to develop our learning community, understand what is expected
and have the right mindset to move forward and be successful.
Some of these areas will include:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

●
●

Getting to know you. Developing a classroom community
and building relationships.
Developing confidence online
Navigating the zoom and Seesaw programmes
Our virtual classroom community.
My early learning environment and resources.
Being a learner online.
Looking at digital citizenship and online safety. ICT
agreements and the use of online resources.
Staying safe and setting online boundaries and
expectations.
Developing classroom agreements - participation,
commitment, attending zoom classrooms and behaviour
expectations.
Applying KIS Core values to our learning.
Modeling the IB Learner Profile during remote learning on
and off line.
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Safety Online
Student safety and wellbeing is paramount. Together we
can ensure that learning online is not just fun, but safe
too.It is essential we are all always mindful of children
being online and the possible dangers this may lead to.
With careful discussions and digital citizenship reminders,
we can work together to promote safety online.
●
●
●

●
●

Review the online agreement with your child.
Ensure learners are supervised at all times.
Use the KIS provided “student friendly” search
engines and resources accessible on the KIS Library
Blog.
Ask for support if needed and let us know if you have
any questions.
Follow online etiquette such as muting on entry to
online classes and always being present on camera
(you would not be able to be invisible in class, and
participation is a requirement)
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Parents as Partners
It is important that we work closely together to keep
everyone informed and offer as much support as
possible for our community. This will be done by:
● Setting up and manning a regular “Help Desk” to provide
support for both parent and student “drop ins” and
questions.
● Holding regular weekly grade level parent meetings via
zoom to keep parents informed
● Providing opportunities for parents to chat with the
Principal, Vice Principal and PYP Coordinator
● Providing constructive feedback so we can offer the best
online learning opportunities and experiences possible
● Being flexible at times to accommodate parent work
schedules and family circumstances
● Providing face-to-face learning experiences, class, group
and individual feedback as often as possible
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Ongoing Communication
Teachers and the Leadership team will develop a schedule which will
be shared so you can access communication channels easily and
comfortably. Having accurate and up to-date information and
regular communication is important to the success of remote
learning. Families will be able to communicate in a number of ways
with the teachers, support staff and the leadership team.
These will include:
● Regular postings, updates and information through the
learning platforms.
● A support system and regular support meetings for those in
need of a little extra help.
● Regular forums with the Head of School and Primary
Leadership.
● Individual emails for those individual questions.
● Regular school wide communication from the Head of School.
● Weekly updated blogs.
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Building Community
Community connectedness remains important
and we continue to live the community spirit
we so enjoy at KIS.
Opportunities to participate in family house
days, online olympics, online cultural and fun
celebrations as well as celebrating learning
will be built into the schedule.
Share your passions-If you have ideas or
would like to be a guest speaker please let us
know. We would love you to be a part of our
community sharing.
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Taking Care of Our Well-being
Checking in on feelings and wellbeing are really important. Learning
online is different and we don’t have
our friends around to share, socialize
and support us. Inorder to make
learning successful it is important to
ensure our learners are feeling good
about the remote learning
experience.
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How Can We Manage Anxiety
During Remote Learning?
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Your feelings are valid!
Focus on what you can control
Remind yourself of the facts
Stick to routines as much as possible
Focus on the present
Refrain from negative thoughts
Ask for help if you need it
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Tips for Managing Anxiety
● Manage you and your child’s screen time
● Avoid spending too much time on the news and be
aware of what your child is watching or exposed to
● Try to keep your home tidy - chaos in the house →
chaos in the mind
● Keep to routines
● Plan virtual social events/dates with friends and family
● Reach out for support
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Avoiding Remote Learning Burnout
● Be the parent, not the teacher
● Manage expectations
● Take regular body stretches and exercise
● Brain breaks, drink water, play a game
have fun!
● Encourage your child to reach out to
peers and teacher for support
● Eat well and get plenty of rest
● Take regular breaks outside- get that
vitamin D!
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Ongoing Programme Review
Accountability

and consistency are
contributing factors in the success of the
programme. We have guidelines in place
for staff to ensure consistency in the
delivery of learning during an emergency
school closure. It is important that we
maintain communications with our
students and with our families, and ensure
a continued sense of community.
We welcome feedback, please email your
teacher, Gerry gerry.ca@kis.ac.th or June
june.va@kis.ac.th if you have any
comments regarding the programme, we
will get back to you as soon as we can.
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GALLERY
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THANK YOU
If you have any questions, please do not
hesitate to ask june.va@kis.ac.th or
gerry.ca@kis.ac.th
For classroom support please contact
your child's teacher directly.
(all pandemic protocols are followed in the photos and are
relevant to the time, location and situation)

